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Practice mathematics using this exercise on how to convert fractions to decimals. Math quiz on converting fraction to decimal values This is a mathematical quiz about converting a fraction to decimal values. This is a multiple-choice mathematical trivia. The principle is to solve all the problems properly, adjust them and
send them. At the end of the quiz, the score will be shown and children can figure out where they went wrong. This is an interesting activity for children in the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th. It's also a math game depending on how you look at it. It will work well in school and at home as a complementary substance for studying
fractures. Fractions, decimals, and percentages can all be the same values. You may find it useful to know how to convert between them. 10 questions and questions  |  By Trivero | Last Updated: 14 Feb 2013 | Total tries: 1000 Related Topics Number Binary Location Value Scientific symptom Convert the fracture to an
abnormal fracture. 5 3/4 Convert the abnormal fracture to a mixed fracture.  34/7  Answer the question like this: 3 1/2 Bonus question!!! How amazing is Mrs. Rivero? Back to top Decimal conversion quiz 11,811 plays you're not connected to! Track your progress and more. TurtleDiary.com free! The progress of your quiz
is not saved when you are logged in with a parent/teacher account. B C D F G J J K L M O P R T U V W X Y Z The correct answer is 21,23,27 Remember: the smallest number is the one that comes first at counting. Solution : To arrange the data numbers in order from smallest to largest, find the smallest number among
all given numbers. 21,27,23 21 is the smallest number.
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